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Caveats/Disclaimers

• Disclaimer:  Opinions expressed by authors/presenters 
are of the individuals and not of their agencies, 
employers or clients.  

• Caveat 1:  Majority of communications under Funding 
and Participation Agreement for Portland Harbor Injury 
Assessment are settlement confidential, so will not be 
subject of discussion here.

• Caveat 2:  Presenters worked together to develop this 
joint presentation.  Individual slides may not present a 
consensus position.
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Agenda:  Highlights of Portland 
Harbor NRD Process
1. Portland Harbor background
2. Focus on early restoration
3. Cooperative NRD assessment process
4. Relationship of NRD process with EPA remedial 

process and allocation process
5. Planning for settlement
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Portland Harbor Superfund Site --
Background
• 10 mile stretch of Willamette River, 

beginning 2 miles upstream of 
confluence with Columbia river

• Entire Study Area designated critical 
habitat for multiple salmon species

• Bald eagle and osprey nesting sites 
in/nearby to Study Area

• Pacific Lamprey migratory corridor
• Highly altered habitat due to century 

of commercial/maritime/industrial 
development

• Most of study area in zoned 
industrial sanctuary

• Contaminants include PCBs, DDX, 
PAHs, heavy metals
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Portland Harbor Background‒
EPA Remedial Process Timeline
NPL Listing 2000

Human Health and Ecological 2013
Risk Assessments

Remedial Investigation Report Anticipated
2015

Feasibility Study Anticipated
2015

EPA’s Proposed Cleanup Plan Anticipated
2016

Public Comment Anticipated
2016

Record of Decision Anticipated
2017
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Portland Harbor Background ‒
NRD Trustee Process Timeline

2015-2016
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Portland Harbor Background —
Cooperative Process
• Initial process, 2002-04, unsuccessful
• Phase I process (2008)

– 20 parties signed Funding and Participation 
Agreements

– Provided funding for development and issuance of 
Injury Assessment Plan
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Portland Harbor Background —
Cooperative Process (cont.)

• Phase 2 Process (began in 2010)
– 25 participants initially, now at 30
– Components

• Cooperative Assessment
– “Year 1”—development of Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA), 

Resource Equivalency Analysis (REA) (for species not adequately 
captured by HEA), Recreational Service Loss analysis (Benefits 
Transfer) 

– Planned for “Year 2”—narrowing and resolving areas of disagreement 
through negotiation, possible third party technical neutral 
determinations

• NRD Allocation Process, with input from funding parties and 
Trustees

• NEPA Process for Programmatic Environmental Impact 
Statement (PEIS)
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Portland Harbor Background —
Cooperative Process (cont.)

• Phase 2 Process (cont.)
– Parallel Restoration Project Development

• By third party developers
• Some efforts by PRPs to identify projects

• Planned Phase 3 Process
– Final Injury and damage determination
– Settlement/litigation with liable PRPs that did not 

settle in Phase 2
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Portland Harbor Background —
Changing Timelines
• Process originally anticipated NRD settlements after EPA 

issued its Record Of Decision (ROD)
• EPA ROD at that time was contemplated in 2012, so 

planned for 2 year NRD assessment process
• EPA now has target for ROD of 2017
• Meanwhile, restoration projects are moving forward and 

need funding . . . 
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Focus on Early Restoration 

• Purpose of Restoration
– Make the environment and 

public whole for injury to or 
loss of natural resources and 
services

– Return injured natural 
resources and services to 
baseline conditions

– Compensate for interim 
losses from the date of the 
incident until recovery of 
such natural resources and 
services

– Restore, replace or acquire 
the equivalent natural 
resources and/or services

Photo credit: John McMillan, NOAA

Photo credit: USFWS, Columbia River Fisheries Program Office
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Focus on Early Restoration

• Restoration Planning
– Underway since 2007, concurrent with injury 

assessment
– Effort to identify, evaluate and preserve high value 

restoration opportunities in light of habitat limitations 
and land use pressures

– Identify partners to help implement, monitor and 
maintain restoration sites
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Focus on Early Restoration (cont.)

• Statutory Authority
– CERCLA: Trustees must use collected damages to 

restore, replace or acquire the equivalent of injured 
natural resources (42 U.S.C. § 9607(f)(1))

– OPA: Trustees must use collected damages to 
reimburse the costs of implementing a plan for the 
restoration, rehabilitation, replacement, or acquisition 
of the equivalent of the natural resources (33 U.S.C. §
2706(c)(1)(C))
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Focus on Early Restoration (cont.)

• Regulatory Authority – OPA Restoration Hierarchy (15 
C.F.R. § 990.53(c)(2))
– Services of the same type and quality, and of 

comparable value as those injured, to the extent 
practicable

– Otherwise, natural resources and services of 
comparable type and quality as those provided by the 
injured natural resources

– Otherwise, employ the scaling process to value lost 
versus replacement services
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Focus on Early Restoration (cont.)

• Trustees' Discretion
– Trustees have discretion to choose among alternative 

restoration projects so long as there is a strong nexus 
between the injury and restoration

– Trustees may limit that discretion by prioritizing or 
ruling out certain types of projects or approaches, and 
by requiring consideration of additional factors or 
criteria 
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Focus on Early Restoration (cont.)

• Evolution of Restoration Policy
– Trustees' restoration policy originally required 100% 

of compensatory restoration within the urban, 
industrialized Superfund Study Area

– PRPs expressed concerns about potentially higher 
costs and greater complexity associated with 
restoration projects within the Superfund Study Area

– Solution: Trustees asked a group of individuals 
knowledgeable about juvenile Chinook salmon, a sort 
of proxy for the Trustees' settlement-oriented 
approach, about the scientific foundation for 
restoration in a broader geographic area
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Focus on Early Restoration (cont.)

• Science Informed Evolution of Restoration Policy
– Juvenile Chinook salmon use the lower Willamette River (feeding, 

rearing) before entering the Columbia River estuary to a greater 
extent than previously believed

– Juvenile Chinook salmon
present almost year-round
in the lower Willamette 

– Most important geographic
area for juvenile Chinook
salmon identified

– Scarcity of key habitat types
with the Superfund Study
Areas makes it a high
priority for restoration
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Focus on Early Restoration (cont.)

• Trustees' Restoration Policy
– Ultimately, Trustees adopted a less restrictive policy 

on compensatory restoration for settlement
– At least half of restoration must be within the 

Superfund Study Area
– Up to half of restoration may be within a Broader 

Focus Area
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Focus on Early Restoration (cont.)

• Restoration Objectives
– Implement restoration with a strong nexus to injuries
– Provide a functional ecosystem and a net gain in 

habitat function 
– Integrate restoration strategies and coordinate efforts 

with other processes where possible
– Involve the public
– Improve recreational opportunities in the Portland 

Harbor area
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Focus on Early Restoration (cont.)

• Desired Restoration Characteristics
– Move towards normative hydrology
– Restore floodplain function and reestablish floodplain 

and riparian plan communities
– Improve aquatic, river margin and riparian habitat 

conditions 
– Provide ecological value in the landscape context
– Improve river-based recreational opportunities while 

minimizing negative impacts to ecological restoration
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Focus on Early Restoration (cont.)

• Development of Ecological Restoration Portfolio
– Developed in response to PRP requests for clear guidance on 

most appropriate types of NRDA compensatory restoration in the 
Portland Harbor area

– Effort to inform remedial planning before restoration precluded 
by remedial actions

– Identified about 50 restoration concepts in the Superfund Study 
Area and Broader Focus Area

• http://www.fws.gov/oregonfwo/Contaminants/PortlandHarbor/
Documents/RestorationPort_AppA.pdf

– Fostered contact between restoration components and PRPs, 
i.e., restoration speed-dating
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Focus on Early Restoration (cont.)

• Project Implementation
– PRPs may fund restoration projects
– PRPs, third parties or trustees may implement 

restoration projects
– Restoration projects must include monitoring, long-

term maintenance, adaptive management and 
stewardship components

– Roles for restoration community partners in project 
implementation, monitoring and stewardship
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Focus on Early Restoration (cont.)

• Restoration Projects 
– Several in the works, including PRP and third party developer 

projects

– One project – Alder Creek – started implementation in 2014

– Template Memoranda of Agreement for potential projects

• http://www.fws.gov/oregonfwo/Contaminants/PortlandHarbor/Docum
ents/GenericPortlandRUFMOA20130402.pdf

• http://www.fws.gov/oregonfwo/Contaminants/PortlandHarbor/Docum
ents/DeveloperMOATemplate07-30-13.pdf

– Jointly agree on a forecast settlement credits value

– Sale of credits
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Aerial view of pre-construction conditions

Restoration Begins at Portland Harbor 
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Restoration Begins at Portland Harbor 
Artist’s rendering of Wildlands’ Alder Creek 
Restoration Project after construction
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Focus on Early Restoration –PRP
Counterpoints 
• PRPs very supportive of early restoration
• Disagree with some of the fundamental assumptions of 

Trustees.  
– Ecological value of projects in Portland Harbor itself

• Primary objection is not to cost/complexity
• Rather to scientific process and basis for Trustees 

conclusions as to relative ecological value to salmon of 
projects in working harbor that is ten miles of  much larger 
spawning area and migratory route

– Disproportionate socioeconomic impact from 
proposed conversion of industrial land in working 
harbor with already insufficient industrial lands 
inventory
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Focus on Early Restoration –
PRP Counterpoints (cont.)

• See comments of 16 of Phase 2 funding parties on 
PEIS. 
• available on request from Joan Snyder

• In settlement context, acknowledged as Trustee policy 
position

• Legal/scientific disagreements preserved
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Cooperative NRD Assessment 
Process
• Regulatory process Trustees must fulfill:
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Cooperative NRD Assessment 
Process (cont.)

• Reasons PRPs may choose to participate in cooperative 
process:
– Commitment on both sides to strive for consensus 

and to good faith settlement negotiations
– Opportunity to provide technical input on assessment

• allows for sharing of positions without waiver or 
admissions of liability and as “settlement 
confidential”

– Commitment on both sides to technical process (in 
PH, including  potential use of technical neutral for 
binding resolution on disputed technical issues)
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Cooperative NRD Assessment 
Process (cont.)

• Reasons PRPs may choose to participate in cooperative 
process (cont.):
– Funding credited against NRD liability
– Demonstrate cooperative party status for purposes of 

ultimate resolution of claims
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Cooperative NRD Assessment 
Process (cont.)

• Reasons PRPs may choose to participate in cooperative 
process (cont.):
– Obtain favorable agreements as to settlement 

conditions
• PH Funding & Participation Agreement guarantees 

opportunity to settle on several basis
• Forgiveness of past (pre-NRDA) NOAA costs
• Settlements with participating parties prioritized 

over non-settlers
• Right of first refusal on approved restoration 

credits and right to sell any excess credits 
purchased 

• Input on design of NRD allocation process
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Cooperative NRD Assessment 
Process (cont.)

• Reasons Trustee may choose to participate in 
cooperative process
– Funding (e.g. PH budgeted at $5.6M)
– Commitment on both sides to strive for consensus 

and to good faith settlement negotiations
– Opportunity to obtain PRP technical input on 

assessment
– Opportunity to understand PRP positions prior to 

making settlement demands, initiating NEPA public 
process, proposing consent decrees (or litigation)
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Cooperative NRD Assessment 
Process (cont.)

• Actual Realized Benefits
– Confirming joint objectives

• Early restoration
• Early settlement

– Developing trust
– Developing respect for technical and policy positions, 

even in face of disagreement 
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Cooperative NRD Assessment 
Process (cont.)

• Actual Realized Benefits (cont.)
– Narrowing list of hazardous substances and species to be considered for 

settlement purposes, to give common currency for discussion
– Providing preview of positions that will drive litigation (either on liability or 

NEPA), should settlement not be achieved
• Liability assumptions (HEA, REA, BT, baseline)
• Restoration constraints
• Credit assumptions, and relation to debit assumptions

Impairment due to 
habitat destruction

NRD

1980

Impairment due to 
releases of hazardous 
substances

“Restoration Plus”

Restoration

No existing
impairment

baseline

Injury by 
hazardous 
substances

Presumed 
restoration start date
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Cooperative NRD Assessment 
Process (cont.)

• Pros and cons of cooperative process
– Pros:

• For Trustees: Early restoration
• For PRPs:  

– Individually:  Possible earlier certainty in resolution of 
NRD liability

– Collectively:  Resolving in-Harbor restoration 
requirements and liability structure provides more 
certainty to help lift, or at least better define, economic 
cloud on Portland Harbor redevelopment (but see
delayed ROD)

• For all 
– Potential avoidance of litigation costs
– More money into restoration and less into process and 

litigation
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Cooperative NRD Assessment 
Process (cont.)

• Pros and cons of cooperative process (cont.)
– Cons (PRP side):

• Process does not facilitate meaningful concessions 
until negotiation phase

• High cost of participation (cost to of consultants 
and counsel, beyond funding provided to Trustees, 
and of funding participants’ own time/resources)

• Process fatigue, particularly with extended timeline
• Waste of time and money if does not result in 

settlement and litigation is required anyway
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Cooperative NRD Assessment 
Process (cont.)

– Cons (Trustee side):
• Challenges inherent in working with large number 

of PRPs
• Consensus documents from the PRP coalition 
• Lowest common denominator positions
• Masking of individual or non-majority positions
• Settlement confidential processes and the potential 

for public perception of non-action
• Relationship to a remedial action that has 

undergone significant and repeated delays
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Relationship of NRD Process with EPA 
Remedial Process and Allocation Process
• Original timeline anticipated EPA ROD in 2012, 

allocation on remedial side 2012-13
• NRD allocation planned to “piggyback” on remedial 

allocation
– compromise of Trustees’ original position that they 

would do own allocation
• But remedial allocation will be post-ROD, which is now 

delayed
• For some parties, that may still be path
• However, raises issue whether there is a separate path 

to earlier settlements
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Planning for Settlement

• Timing of NRD Settlements
– CERCLA § 113(g)(1)  bars filing of a natural resource 

damages claim relating to any NPL site, Federal 
facility, or other facility "at which a remedial action is 
otherwise scheduled" until after selection of the 
remedial action, so long as the President is diligently 
proceeding with remedy selection.

– “Pre-ROD Bar”
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Planning for Settlement (cont.)

• Rationale 
– NRD Claims are residual to cleanup
– Removal or remedial action provisions may partially 

or completely restore injured natural resources –
reducing interim losses or eliminating need for 
primary restoration
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Planning for Settlement (cont.)

• Rationale (cont.)
– See In Re Acushnet River & New Bedford Harbor: Proceedings 

re Alleged PCB Pollution, 712 F. Supp. 1019, 1035 (D. Mass. 
1989) ("Acushnet IV") ("[C]ustomarily, natural resource damages 
are viewed as the difference between the natural resource in its 
pristine condition and the natural resource after the cleanup, 
together with the lost use value and the costs of assessment…. 
[and]  thus not generally settled prior to a cleanup settlement.")  
Accord, State of Utah v. Kennecott Corp., 801 F. Supp. 553, 568 
(D. Utah 1992).  

– Trustee assumptions concerning remedial activities 
could be wrong
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Planning for Settlement (cont.)

• Creative Minds
– NRD as “contingent” claim – United States, et al. v. Fort James 

Operating Company, 313 F. Supp.2d 902 (E.D. Wisc. 2004)
• Complaint only sought recovery of response costs, not NRD
• “CERCLA Subsection 113(g)(1) does not preclude natural resources 

damages settlements before selection of a remedial action…(even if 
does preclude active litigation of a claim...).” – U.S./State Position

• Trustee Restoration & Compensation Determination Plan -
assessed natural resource damages

• Other viable non-settling PRPs
• RODs on 2 of 5 operable units
• RODs issued for remaining OUs before entry of CD

– CWA Contingent Claim
– Partial settlements – credit against total NRD liability (early restoration)
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Planning for Settlement (cont.)

• Jurisdictional?
– Historically
– Waivable defense
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Planning for Settlement (cont.)

• Support Needed for Early Settlements – Federal 
Trustees
– Information on potential remedy
– Status of NRD assessment
– Opportunity to obtain full recovery of NRD from 

PRPs at site
– Allocation
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Planning for Settlement (cont.)

• Standards for Court Approval
– United States v. Cannons Engineering, 899 F.2d 79 

(1st Cir. 1990)
"the relevant standard, after all, is not whether the settlement is 
one which the court itself might have fashioned, or considers 
as ideal, but whether the proposed decree is fair, reasonable, 
and faithful to the objectives of the governing statute." p. 84

• District Court’s approval = double layer of 
swaddling

• Policy to encourage settlements
• Deference to Executive Branch
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• Standards for Court Approval (cont.)
– United States v. Montrose Chemical Corp.,

50 F.3d 741 (9th Cir. 1995)
• Question is whether proposed settlement is “fair 

reasonable and consistent with CERCLA”  Id. at 
746.

• District court has “obligation to independently 
scrutinize the terms of [the agreement]” Id. at 747

• Adequacy = allocation of liability + any reasonable 
discount for litigation risks, etc.

Planning for Settlement (cont.)
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• Standards for Court Approval (cont.)
– Arizona v. City of Tucson, 2014 U.S. App., LEXIS 

14993 (9th Cir. Aug. 1, 2014)
• Game Changer?
• First reversal of a district court’s approval for lack of factual 

basis since Montrose
• Deference  - state v. federal
• “The district court must actually engage with that information 

and explain in a reasonable disposition why the evidence 
indicates that the consent decrees are procedurally and 
substantively ‘fair, reasonable and consistent with CERCLA’s 
objectives.’” (p. 5)

Planning for Settlement (cont.)
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• Recent Example
– US v Boeing, USDC WD Wash,

NRD Consent Decree entered
Dec. 14, 2010

• Settlement considerations
– Settling PRP’s relative liability per HEA
– Commitment to fund particular restoration project
– Value of early settlement/restoration
– Addressing public comments on proposed CD
– http://www.gc.noaa.gov/gc-cd/121510_boeing_cd.pdf

(Consent Decree)
– Supporting Affidavit available upon request. 

Planning for Settlement (cont.)
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General Questions

• Why has it taken so long?
• Or, Did we start too soon?

– Need “time-outs”?
• How could we have been more efficient/cost 

effective?
• Will settlements be achieved without litigation? 
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Suite 4470
501 W. Ocean Blvd.
Long Beach, CA  90802
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200 SW Market Street, Suite 1777
Portland, OR 97201
503-225-0777
weis@hk-law.com
Haglund Kelley website:  http://www.hk-law.com
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Reference Websites:

• http://www.fws.gov/oregonfwo/Contaminants/PortlandHarbor/

• http://www.darrp.noaa.gov/northwest/portharbor/index.html

• http://yosemite.epa.gov/r10/cleanup.nsf/cff418266f1ddba08825777d
007dffb4/700ee7df5bf7babf882579ce0056d44b

• http://www.deq.state.or.us/lq/cu/nwr/PortlandHarbor/index.htm

• http://lwgportlandharbor.org/index.htm
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Questions??


